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* newDemocracy is an independent, non-par?san research and development organisa?on. We aim to
discover, develop, demonstrate, and promote complementary alterna?ves which will restore trust in
public decision making. These R&D notes are discoveries and reﬂec?ons that we are documen?ng in
order to share what we learn and s?mulate further research and development.
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Group Diversity Trumps Individual Ability
What is the ques+on?
When assembling a randomly-selected group of people, for example in a ciDzens’ jury [See
Mini-publics], what aLributes are most important for the group members if they are to
handle complex maLers?
What are the usual answers?
This quesDon is rarely asked, because we assume that the answer is obvious. InsDncDvely we
want the smartest people in the room, the “experts,” to solve problems and plan futures.
They will know best. We also commonly assume that if the individual members are “smart,”
the group will be “smart” as well. That’s what the Australian Prime Minister thought when
he convened the Australian 2020 Summit in April 2008—bringing together 1,000 of the
country’s ‘best and brightest’ (Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2008). It seems to
be a no-brainer, right?
Wrong.
What are the problems with the usual answers?
A group of experts, whether or not they agree, share an aLribute—they are holders and
defenders of expert knowledge, and likely to hold predetermined posiDons. [See: Hearing
from Experts]. These posiDons, especially when part of an organised group’s posiDon, are
surprisingly rigid and lead to a defence of those posiDons. This can be because of
conﬁrma?on bias or it could be groupthink (Janis, 1982) (See, CriDcal Thinking). We are
aLracted to dwelling among ‘gheLos of like-minded people’ (Carson, 2006) who can
reinforce our views, and this tendency is comprehensively canvassed in literature that
examines negoDaDon or conﬂict resoluDon (see, Fisher & Ury, 1981). This tendency to
defend a posiDon is compounded if an expert has spent a lifeDme establishing and defending
his/her claims.
A comparison by two people who aLended both the Australia 2020 Summit and the
randomly-selected Australian CiDzens’ Parliament (in 2009) yielded a surprising contrast
about the relaDve advantages of assembled laypeople or experts (Hartz-Karp & Carson,
2013). The experts at the Summit engaged in bargaining or caucusing rather than a singlefocused pursuit of a shared soluDon to a problem—which is what the everyday ciDzens did
(Hartz-Karp & Carson, 2013).
Hence, newDemocracy’s close aLenDon to deliberaDon — creaDng spaces where a group can
“collecDvely explore possibiliDes, surface and test assumpDons, and develop plans to address
areas that they agreed would beneﬁt all involved” (Holman, p. 2). Heterogeneity is an
excellent starDng point to achieve that.
What alterna+ve answer (or be7er yet, answers) might solve the problems?
newDemocracy has found that complex issues can be eﬀecDvely addressed by “mini-publics”
(randomly selected representaDve samples of the public (See, Mini-publics). Compared to
groups of experts, mini-publics have three important advantages: they are more diverse in
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their ways of thinking; they are freer of pre-conceived ideas about the issue; and they don’t
have to worry about maintaining their professional reputaDons with their peers.
With a diverse group, the type of group that is assembled using random selecDon, something
diﬀerent happens, both in individual shils from I-to-we, but also the generaDon of ideas and
the willingness to examine beliefs and amtudes without compromising their individual
values. Here are some quotes from parDcipants who deliberated in a few of newDemocracy’s
mini-publics—they exemplify this willingness to learn and to grow in understanding:
•
•
•
•

I learnt a lot. Gained understanding of the issues. All opinions were given voice.
Random selec?on means that we have fresh blood involved with less chance of
personal agendas. You get new voices and opinions.
I was interested in hearing others’ points of view.
Some of the recommenda?ons were in line with my own ideas, and others were new
ideas which I eventually agreed with.

There has been some criDcal reﬂecDon by scholars and a growing body of research focused
on the advantages of mixing abiliDes, amtudes, backgrounds. The noDon of collecDve
intelligence or co-intelligence has also been explored (GasDl & Levine 2005, Atlee 2003). The
creaDvity and producDvity of diverse groups can out-strip homogenous groups (see
Surowiecki, 2004), but especially if the diversity is epistemic—i.e. involving diﬀerent ways of
seeing and diﬀerent levels of knowledge (See, Caluwaerts & Ugarriza 2012, Landemore 2012,
Page 2007, Page & Hong 2004).
newDemocracy has seen this in acDon in the many mini-publics we have convened. We
noDce that the most assured can have their ideas undone by a naïve quesDoner or exposure
to external experts who are present to answer quesDons (Marsh & Carson, 2013). We also
noDce that the less conﬁdent build their conﬁdence if encouraged to contribute (See,
Importance of FacilitaDon). Recall that newDemocracy is using criDcal thinking exercises to
remove impediments to reason or raDonality (See, CriDcal Thinking). The combinaDon of
levels of knowledge yields excellent results. Some quotes again from our mini-public
parDcipants:
•
•
•

I expected it to be a challenge, as well as a thought-provoking, s?mula?ng,
collabora?ng process and it was all of those.
I enjoyed the subject brieﬁngs and the chance to engage with others to work towards
consensus on a broad range of important decisions.
Having a wide cross-sec?on of the popula?on deliberate and align their views on a
range of projects should provide governments of any poli?cal ﬂavour the impetus to
proceed with projects free of poli?cal bias.

Ideas generaDon can occur beyond a mini-public, without the necessity for deliberaDon, but
the laLer can convert a wild idea into something workable and even beLer. Thinking ‘outside
the box’ seems to be easier for a group of non-experts who are not constrained by their
training and their specialist knowledge. Status-seeking is inevitable in gatherings of experts
but randomly-selected ciDzens are not worried about maintaining their professional
reputaDons—they are too focused on problem solving and ideas generaDon.
Non-experts don’t know what’s impossible so are disinclined to edit their ideas prematurely
based on pre-exisDng knowledge of impediments.
If we know a great deal about something the following happens: (1) we close
our minds to alternaDve pathways, (2) we share our knowledge with people who
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support our opinion and this, in turn, limits our thinking, (3) our creaDvity is
constricted because we think we know what’s possible, and dismiss anything which
sounds unrealisDc (Carson 2009).
What are the pros and cons of the alterna+ve answers, compared to the usual answers
and to each other?
Of course, on occasions, diversity is of limited value because a group of experts may be
endeavouring to solve a very speciﬁc problem and their experDse is required to do so.
Generally, newDemocracy is called for advice when the challenges involve value judgements
or prioriDsaDon; a microcosm of a populaDon is the perfect group to deliberate on these
maLers.
What important ques+ons remain unresolved?
newDemocracy conDnues to ﬁnd ways to ensure diversity. We usually match a populaDon’s
demographic proﬁle when using straDﬁed random selecDon (See, Sample size). This means
that we conDnue to invesDgate ways to aLract hard-to-get groups such as young people or
non-English-speaking people. SomeDmes separate deliberaDons are appropriate to hear
these missing voices.
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